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1. The aims  
 This talk’s first aim is to account for the behaviour of diphthongs versus hiatus 
sequences in Tokyo Japanese, while its second aim is to propose a theory of diphthong well-
formedness within Strict CV (Lowenstamm 1996). The proposal revisits the role of 
complexity in Standard GP (Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990) branching nuclei and 
interlaces the recent proposal that |A| is not an element, but rather structure (Pöchtrager 2006 
and following). 
 
2. The relevant facts of Tokyo Japanese  
 Tokyo Japanese and other varieties of mainland Japanese exhibit a wide variety of 
vowel sequences in native words, Sino-Japanese words and recent loanwords, which I present 
exhaustively in the talk. V1V2 vowel sequences are summarised into two groups: (a) true 
heavy diphthongs where V1 is of the set {a, o, u}, V2 is [i] and V2 cannot be the bearer of a 
lexical pitch accent (or tone); and (b) hiatus sequences, in which V2 is a potential site for 
accent and may be any other vowel of the set {a, e, u, o}. First, consider the accent of words 
with four or more vowels in (1), where antepenultimate accent is expected but diphthongs do 
not support accent on antepenultimate V2. Japanese also exhibits optional gliding in hiatus 
sequences as in (2). Finally, hiatus sequences may optionally be broken up with a glottal stop 
(McCawley 1968) or a vowel re-articulation (Vance 2008), which I discuss in the full paper.  
 
1) Vowel sequences in Tokyo Japanese 

a. Words of 4 or more light syllables w/ antepenultimate accent (Yoshida Y. 1999) 
 [murásaki]  ‘violet’  [hototógisu]  ‘lesser cuckoo, cuculus poliocephalus’ 
 [razánia] ‘lasagne’ [kurisúmasu]  ‘Christmas’ 
 
b. Hiatus sequences (antepenult) versus diphthongs (preantepenult) (Kubozono 2015) 
 i. Hiatus sequences   ii. Diphthongs 
 [bideóɕitsu]  ‘video room’  [hok:áido:]  ‘Hokkaido’ 
 [saódake]  ‘bamboo pole’  [masáizoku]  ‘the Maasai’ 
 [donaúgawa]  ‘Donau river’  [oɕiróibana]   ‘Marvel-of-Peru/ mirabilis 
jalapa’ 
    [naéuri] ‘seedling peddler’ [torusutóiden] ‘Tolstoy biography’ 
 [aroéiʨi]  ‘aloe market’  [ɕinsúiɕiki]  ‘ship launching ceremony’ 
 [kigaéɕitsu]  ‘changing room’ [kotozúieki] ‘bone marrow’ 
 

2) Optional gliding in hiatus (Kawahara 2003)  
 <piano>  [pijano]  ‘piano’  <hea>  [heja]  ‘hair’  
 <siawase> [ɕijawase] ‘happy’ <huaN> [ɸuwan] ‘worry’ 
 <raion> [raijoN] ‘lion’  <doa>  [dowa]  ‘door’ 
 

3. The proposal, part 1 - V2 is licensed above the skeleton 
 I propose that the second position within a diphthong is both governed and licensed. I 
first propose that the licensing of the V2 position is provided either by virtue of being domain-
final or it is licensed by a following nuclear position, building on the licensing of long vowels 
discussed by Lowenstamm (1996) and Scheer (2004) (see also Yoshida S. 1993). Such a 
position is supported by the identical patterning of long vowels and diphthongs with relation 



to phonotactics (i.e. a lack of native words with CVVC syllables) as well as degemination, 
where forms such as [ko:t:a] ‘freeze-PAST’ and [hait:a] ‘enter-PAST’ usually undergo de-
gemination in spoken speech to [ko:ta] and [haita] respectively, noted by Yoshida S. (1996). 
 
4. The proposal, part 2 - V2 is governed below the skeleton 
 In part 2, I first generally claim that hiatus resolution processes such as gliding, 
diphthong formation and coalescence are the result of attempts to fill or silence an empty C 
position, rather than relying on the OCP. Hiatus sequences result where hiatus resolution 
(diphthongisation) fails. The claim here is that a governing relation forms between the 
elemental expressions in adjacent vocalic positions in order to silence the empty C via ECP 
satisfaction. I propose that there is a form of sub-skeletal left-to-right government called Inter-
Vocalic Government (IVG), the vocalic mirror of Infrasegmental Government (Scheer 2004) 
(see also Dienes & Szigetvári 1999 and Cyran 2010 for other post-Standard GP approaches). 
 I begin by discussing why the Standard GP approach to diphthong formation in 
Japanese presented by Yoshida S. (1996) and Yoshida Y. (1999) is unacceptable for theory 
internal and external reasons. I then present my proposal where two elemental expressions in 
a nuclear position are in a governing relation. I claim that the Complexity Condition from 
Standard GP remains relevant and can sufficiently account for the diphthongs [ai], [oi] and 
[ui], while excluding sequences of rising complexity such as [ae] and [uo]. This condition 
alone cannot, however, explain why vowel sequences terminating in [a] or [u] do not form 
diphthongs, as in <hea> [heja] ‘hair’ *[hea], or [donaúgawa] ‘Donau river’, nor does it 
exclude [oe] or [eo] sequences. I turn here to the structure of |A| as proposed in work by 
Pöchtrager (2006 and following). In short, Pöchtrager’s |A| consists of two points in a control 
relation below a vocalic or consonantal (O or N) position. (N.B. I do not adopt the full GP 2.0 
formalism). I then revisit the Minimality Condition as proposed by Charette (1989), which 
accounts for inalterability of governing domains in Korean and other languages. In revisiting 
this condition, I propose that governing, licensing and control domains defined in the lexicon 
are protected from further alteration at the same projection. Under this redefinition of 
Minimality, IVG is banned from affecting a V position containing |A| as this ‘element’ is a 
structure composed of a control domain, and so cannot be governed. The outcome of this is is 
the universal ban of /Va/, /Ve/ and /Vo/ diphthongs. With complexity and minimality 
regulating the application of IVG, the only sequences remaining unaccounted for are /Vu/ 
sequences. 
 To account for the fact that /Vu/ sequences form hiatus sequences even though 
complexity and minimality are satisfied, I consider grammar-external facts. The divided 
behaviour of [ai] versus [au] is presented based on data from Kubozono (2003) and others. I 
claim that /au/ is not a diphthong as the learner is provided early on with only 
morphologically complex data.  I also present diachronic facts from Middle Japanese 
(Frellesvig 2010) to account for the paucity of [au] sequences in modern Japanese. I conclude 
by touching on the cross-linguistic inequality of  |I| and |U| as well as implications of the 
above proposal on the inclusion of English centring diphthongs in permitted IVG domains.  
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